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Cambridge Assessment International Education

• Provides a rigorous instructional program 

aligning curriculum, teaching & learning and 

assessment, for all learners in grades K-12

• Cambridge International emphasizes critical 

thinking, inquiry-based learning and problem 

solving that engages all students

• We are experts in teaching students from all 

backgrounds to be successful 

• Working with over 10,000 schools in 160 

countries & 40 governments

• We prepare students for life, helping them 

develop an informed curiosity and a lasting 

passion for learning

- a nonprofit department of the University of Cambridge



Our programs provide learners with the foundation to achieve high 

levels of academic and personal learning in an engaging way.  

Together with schools, we aim to develop learners who are:

A Learner-Centered Approach

• Confident in working with 

information and ideas – their own 

and of others

• Responsible for themselves, 

responsive to and respectful of 

others

• Reflective as learners, developing 

their ability to learn

• Innovative and equipped for new 

and future challenges

• Engaged intellectually and socially, 

and ready to make a difference



The Cambridge Pathway, K-12

• Spiraling curriculum whereby each stage builds upon the last

• Flexible - schools can offer the whole program or individual stages and  

individual  subjects

• Curriculum can be tailored to local culture and ethos

• Personalized approach to learning

Primary School Middle School High School

4

Prepares students to be college and career ready



Cambridge Advanced: AS and A-Levels 

(Also known as “AICE” )

• Gives students the opportunity for a deep dive in a wide choice of 

subjects

• 55 subjects offered at college equivalent level in high school

• Focus on developing the skills and knowledge required for university 

study in higher education around the world

• Developed in collaboration with higher education institutions in the 

USA, Canada, UK, Australia and others



Cambridge AICE Diploma Subject Groups

Group 1

Mathematics

and Science

Group 2

Languages

Group 3

Arts and Humanities

Group 4

Interdisciplinary and

skills-based subjects

• Biology

• Chemistry

• Computer Science

• Design &

Technology

• Environmental 

Management

• Further

Mathematics

• Information

Technology 

• Marine Science

• Mathematics 

• Physical

Education

• Physics

• Psychology

• Afrikaans 

Language 

• Arabic

• Chinese Language

• English Language 

• First Language 

Spanish 

• French

• German

• Hindi

• Japanese

• Marathi

• Portuguese

• Spanish

• Tamil

• Telugu

• Urdu

• Accounting

• Art & Design

• Business 

• Classical Studies

• Design & Textiles

• Digital Media and Design 

• Divinity 

• Economics

• Environmental Management 

• French Literature 

• Geography

• History

• Language & Literature

in English 

• Literature in English

• Media Studies

• Music

• Physical

Education

• Psychology

• Sociology

• Spanish Literature 

• Travel & Tourism

• Thinking Skills

• English General Paper

• Research Report  (A 

Level Global Perspective  

and Research component 

4)*

*Note:

Subject Group 4 does not 

include the compulsory  

CORE AS Level Global 

Perspectives  and Research 

components 1,2 & 3.

Subject Group 4  only 

includes GPR’s component

4: Research Report.

DIPLOMA CORE: AS Level Global Perspectives and Research (components 1,2 &3)



Global Topic

Politics Ethics

EnvironmentScience & Tecnology

Culture Economics

Through the structured exploration of  at least four global topics, students research 
alternative perspectives from different themes. Students will be guided towards 
development of research, communication, thinking and reasoning.

Global Perspectives and Research

© Cambridge International Examinations 2015 

Example 

Topic: To 

what extent 

is social 

media 

considered 

anti-social?



Global Perspectives and the Cambridge Critical 

Path: Supports 21st Century Skills Development  

Reconstruction

rebuild the 

context

Deconstruction

analyze evidence 

& arguments

consider changes 

to personal 

perspective

Reflection 

discuss, present and formulate an argument

Communication & Collaboration 

• Students develop essential thinking and reasoning skills. They:
• deconstruct, analyze and evaluate a point of view

• reconstruct this point of view, researching, identifying and evaluating 

the evidence for and against

• reflect on how this impacts on their own perspectives

• communicate and collaborate: present these views, with their evidence 

and their research, both as an individual and in collaboration with their 

fellow students



4 Required

+ 

3 Choice =

7 points

Group 1:Science and Math

At least 1 point

Group 2: Languages

At least 1 point

Group 3:  Arts and Humanities

At least 1 point

Group 4: Interdisciplinary Skills 

Based Courses

Optional: Max of  2 points

AICE Diploma 

Requirements

• Combines 

breadth of study 

with choice and 

flexibility

• Selection comes 

from three 

curriculum areas 

and one Core

• Total of 7 points 

required: at least 

one from Groups 

1-3; one from 

Core; three from 

learner’s choice

• Passing scores 

are required on 

all exams to 

receive Diploma
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AICE (Advanced International Certificate of Education) 
Diploma



Assessments: Thought-Provoking Exams

Rigorous questions requiring more than rote-memory

• Most exams are written essays, requiring development of 
thought and argumentation

• Require the application of knowledge in unfamiliar contexts

• Encourage connections to be made between topic areas or 
concepts

• Lab Practicals for science subjects

• 3-6 hour exams divided into components administered on 
different days per Cambridge exam calendar

• Reliable grading, standardized internationally



[1]Shaw, S., & Bailey, C. (2011). Success in the US: Are Cambridge International Assessments Good Preparation for University Study? Journal of College Admission, (Fall 2011), 6–16. [2] Shaw, S.D, Warren, J. & Gill, T. 

(2014). Assessing the Impact of the Cambridge International Acceleration Program on US University Determinants of Success: a Multilevel Modelling Approach. College and University, 89(4): 38-54

Key Findings on Freshman GPA after controlling for race, gender and SAT score:

- Cambridge students’ freshman year GPA was statistically equivalent to AP 

students

-Cambridge students’ freshman year GPA was statistically higher than IB 

students

- All three groups earned higher freshman year GPA compared to matched 

students who did not earn credit through an advanced program.

Sample: The sample included more than 8,500 students who entered FSU during the academic years of 2007-2010.

Additional findings of Cambridge students (from FSU study):

- Increase in probability of undertaking study abroad; DIS (directed individual 

studies); research; honours in major; also less likely to drop out of college 

than IB in accordance with increasing numbers of credit hours earned

Florida State University study – Cambridge, IB 

and AP student performance

Sample: Expanding freshman GPA data modelling work - cumulative GPA n=30,144; 2007-2012]



Over 600 colleges and universities in the USA give 

credit and placement for Cambridge exams

• Over 600 colleges and 

universities in the U.S. 

give credit and 

placement for 

Cambridge exams, 

including all  in the 

state of Florida  as 

well as Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology 

(MIT), all of the IVY’s , 

Duke University, 

Columbia University, 

New York University, 

University of 

Washington, University 

of Virginia, and many 

others.

Online University Recognitions 

Database

http://cambridgeinternational.org/Recog

nition



AICE program benefits for Students

• Bright Futures Academic Scholar Scholarships, ACT or 

SAT waived if awarded the AICE Diploma

• Flexible pathways to the AICE Diploma, tailored to student 

interests and strengths

• Advanced placement, Credit by exam or both in many US 

and all Florida public universities  

• AICE Courses weighted 2 points on Grade Point Average 

calculation

• Prepared for success in university courses

“Students who have studied Cambridge International AS & A Levels have a real 

depth of understanding of the subject matter.”

- Stuart Schmill, Dean of Admissions, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT), USA


